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Abstract
The social networks with the complex user relations and huge amount of data and hidden information, bring new opportunities and
challenges for the study of information diffusion and influence maximization. In recent years, there are more and more researches on the
influence maximization of topic preference. However, most of the existing researches only take the topic as an attribute of the users, and
the importance of the topic in network structure is not considered. In view of this situation, firstly, this paper constructed a new topic
attention network model fusing the social relation and the topic preference. Secondly, based on connected degree of set pair and Markov
random walk model, we propose the calculated method of the topic preference for users, and then mining the seed set with influence by the
greedy strategy. Thirdly, we propose the calculated method of the activation probability of the user based on the user relation and the topic
preference, and propose the influence maximization algorithm TAN_CELF in topic attention networks. Finally, on Dou-ban network
dataset, from three metrics ISST, ISRT and ISRNT, compare with algorithm L_GAUP and CELF, the experimental results show that
algorithm TAN_CELF that is proposed by this paper has a higher performance on influence scope.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet technology, some large-scale social network sites (such as Facebook, Micro-blog,
Dou-ban etc.) gradually rise, and social networks have become an important platform for people to share, exchange and
diffusion of information. Therefore, influence maximizing (short for IM) and information diffusion based on social networks
attracts a lot of attention.
At present, the related researches on IM are mainly based on the relational social networks. However, the social network
is a complex network that contains various entities and relations between entities. The entities not only have the natural link
attributes, but also have the attributes of the entities' interest, attitude and preference to the information. Thus, the speed and
scope of information diffusion in networks is not only related to the natural relation between the propagator and the receiver,
but also has a more important relation with their interest and preference. If they have a common interest or acceptance to the
information, it is quickly received and continues to spread, and vice versa.
Therefore, if both the user entity and the topic entity are considered in network, the network is called as topic attention
network (short for TAN), as shown in Figure 1(a). In TAN, the different users have different preferences on the same topic,
and the different topics have different users with diffusion influence. Therefore, the main work is to find the users with most
influential, and to maximize influence on the specific topic in this paper.
A new algorithm TAN_ECLF based on TANs is proposed in this paper. It focuses on more accurate mining of seed
vertices, which maximizes the diffusion of the topic. Firstly, the formal description of the TAN model is given. Secondly,
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based on connected degree of set pair theory and Markov random walk model, the calculated method of the topic’s preference
is proposed, and the seed set with influence by the greedy strategy can be obtained. Thirdly, the independent cascade model
of topic attention network (short for TAN_IC) based on IC (Independent Cascade) model is given, and the calculating method
of the probability that a user is activated is proposed based on the two factors of the relation between users and the user's
preference to the topic. Finally, the experimental results show that the algorithm TAN_CELF can obtain a more accurate seed
vertex set, so that the scope of the topic's influence is even greater.
The reminders of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 introduces the
preliminary. The new IM model of the topic attention networks is proposed formally in Section 4. The experimental settings
are introduced in Section 5. Section 6 verifies the correctness and effectiveness of algorithm TAN_CELF. The paper is
concluded in Section 7.
2. Related Work
The influence maximization (short for IM) problem begins with the study of viral marketing [11]. Subsequently, it is widely
studied in various fields both at home and abroad. In 2003, the IM problem was first introduced to the social networks analysis
by Kempe [5]. And the detailed definition and evaluation index are proposed, which provides the theoretical basis and
guidelines for the following research.
At present, there are many research results on the IM in social networks, which can be divided into two categories. (1)
The methods based on heuristic. The core idea is to calculate the influence of vertices according to the degree centrality and
distance centrality. These methods are simple and efficient. However, due to only considering the network structure, the vertex
selection is limited, and it is impossible to guarantee the maximization of information diffusion to the whole network. (2) The
methods based on greedy strategy. The core idea is that the vertex with the maximum influence in each simulation propagates
is added to the seed vertices set. The above methods are superior to the heuristic methods for obtaining the influence vertices,
but the computational complexity is high and the efficiency is low. In view of the shortcomings in the above-mentioned,
scholars have put forward a lot of optimization and improved methods [2,3,6,8,14]. In order to expand the influence scope of
vertices in heuristic methods, Kimura and Saito propose shortest-path based influence cascade models and provide efficient
algorithms of compute influence spread under these models [6]. In order to improve the efficiency of greedy hill-climbing
algorithm, Leskovec present a CELF optimization to the original greedy algorithm based on the sub modularity of the
influence maximization objective [8]. Their experimental results demonstrate that CELF optimization could achieve as much
as 700 times speedup in selecting seed vertices, which is a very impressive result. In order to take into account the influence
scope and efficiency, literature [14] proposes a greedy algorithm SCG (Set Covering Greedy). It is better than the method of
vertex centrality algorithms in influence scope, and greedy hill-climbing algorithms in efficiency, and so on.
However, the existing methods neglected the fact that the topic can play an important role in influence maximization. In
the real world, there are a variety of topics hidden in social networks, and they will also affect the diffusion effect and scope.
The experimental results in reference [12,13] show that the different users have different preferences on the same topic, and
the diffusion degree of different topic is different. That is, different topics have different influence on users and different users
play a different role in the diffusion process for a specific topic. Therefore, the topic plays a vital role in the information
diffusion. Subsequently, the scholars began to integrate the topic into the social network, research on the IM problem
[1,4,9,10,17]. A probabilistic model to study the topic distribution and the influence of the topic aware is proposed by reference
[9]. The traditional IC model is extends, and a Topic-aware Influence Cascade (short for TIC) is proposed by reference [1].
The Top-K influential vertices based on different topics were first studied in reference [17]. The IM algorithm L_GAUP based
on the topic preference is proposed by reference [4] to improve the algorithm in reference [17]. The status and the impact of
a topic in network structure is not concerned in the methods of the IM based on the topics above mentioned. In this paper, the
status and the impact of a topic in network structure is to be concerned base on the TANs.
3. Influence Maximization of Topic Attention Networks
3.1. Topic Attention Networks
Definition 1. Topic Attention Networks (Short for TANs). The TANs is defined as a two tuple TAN=(V,E). The V={U,T} is
the vertex set, U={u1,u2,…,un} is the user entity set, T={t1,t2,…,tm} is the topic entity set; E={EU,EUT} is the edge set,
EU={(ui,uj)|ui, uj  U} is the relation between users, EUT={(ui,tj)|ui  U, tj  U} is the relation between the user and the topic.
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Figure 1. (a) Topic attention network (b) TAN with marked seed vertex (c) TAN after dissemination

For example, a TAN as shown in Figure 1(a), the user entity set is U={u1,u2,u3,u4,u5,u6,u7}, the topic entity set is
T={t1,t2,t3}, the relation set between users is EU={(u1,u2), (u1,u4), (u2,u3), (u3,u4), (u3,u5), (u5,u6), (u5,u7), (u6,u7)}, the relation
set between users and topics is EUT={(u1,t1), (u2,t1), (u3,t1), (u6,t1), (u3,t2), (u4,t2), (u5,t2), (u5,t3), (u6,t3), (u7,t3)}. The matrix AU
and AUT are shown in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b).
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Figure 2. (a) Adjacent matrix AU (b) Adjacent matrix AUT
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In TAN, NU  ui  L  
is the user's neighbor set of ui
L 1
 u j |  u j ,u p   E u p  NU  ui L 1 u j  l 1 NU  u j l L  2

that the short path is L from ui to uj. Among them, each item in NU(ui)1 is adjacent with ui directly.
CNU(ui,uj)L∩M=NU(ui)L∩NU(uj)M is the common user neighbors set between ui and uj. CNT(ui,uj)L∩M=NT(ui)L∩NT(uj)M is the
common topic neighbors set between ui and uj. If L=M, denoted as CNU(ui,uj)L and CNT(ui,uj)L.





Definition 2. Connected Degree between Vertices. Given a TAN=(V,E), ui,ujU, tkT, concerned degree between ui
and uj denoted as 𝜇(ui,uj), as shown in formula (1).





𝜇 ui ,u j 

S1  w1  S2  w2  S3  w3 11 F
P

i  tk F 1  j
N
N
N

(1)

In the formula (1), S1 is the number of the common 1 level topic neighbor set between ui and uj, that is S1=|CNT(ui,uj)1|;
S2 is the number of the common 1 level user neighbor set between ui and uj, that is S2=|CNU(ui,uj)1|; S3 is the link relation
between ui and uj, if (ui,uj)∈EU, then S3=2, else S3=0. w1, w2 and w3 respectively correspond to the weight of S1, S2 and S3.
Taking into account the importance of the network structure and the topics, let w1>w2w3, and w1+w2+w3=1. The experimental
results show that w1=0.7, w2=0.15 and w3=0.15 is better.
F is the number of the common 1∩2, 2∩1 and 2 level topic neighbor set between ui and uj, that is F=|CNT(ui,uj)1∩2|
+|CNT(ui,uj)2∩1|+|CNT(ui,uj)2|. (1)1×F is the row vector, the vector value is 1. i(tk) is the weight of the common topic vertex,
consider the density structure characteristics in network, it value is quantified by clustering coefficient. P=N-S-F is the number
of the rest vertices, where N=|V|. j=0 is ignoring the influence of other user vertices on the connected degree.
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Definition 3. Connected Degree of Vertex. Given a TAN=(V,E), for any vertex ui, the connected degree of ui is the sum
of connected degree between ui and all vertices, denoted as 𝜇(ui), as shown in formula (2).

  ui    j 1   ui , u j 
|U |

(2)

We still use the same example in Figure 1(a), let u1 and u3 as the two study objects. We can see that NU(u1)1={u2,u4},
NT(u1)1={t1}, NU(u3)1={u2,u4,u5} and NT(u3)1={t1,t2}. Then, CNT(u1,u3)1={t1}, that is S1=1; CNU(u1,u3)1={u2,u4}, that is S2=2;
(u1,u3)∉EU, that is S3=0. Similarly, CNT(u1,u3)1∩2=∅, CNT(u1,u3)2∩1={t2} and CNT(u1,u3)2=∅; that is F=1; so P=10-3-1=6.
1 0.7  2  0.15  0  0.15 111 1 6
Therefore, 𝜇(u1,u3)=

   0  0.133 . By calculating the connected degree between
10
10 3 10
vertices, we can get the matrix of connected degree between user vertices, as shown in Figure 3(a). Connected degree of
vertices is shown in Figure 3(b). It is seen that the vertex's connected degree reflects the influence of the vertex in the networks.
The greater the value of 𝜇(ui), the greater influence.
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Figure 3. (a) RU (b) Vertex connected degree
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3.2. Influence Maximization
In TANs, the goal of IM problem is to find a user’s set S (|S|=K) closely related with topic, the K users as initial vertices set
(referred to as seeds); each item in S is active state, and then select a specific propagation model, make the expected number
of users influenced on the topic by the K seeds is maximize.
Definition 4. Influence Spread of the Topics. In TAN=(V,E), given a topic t and a set S of K seeds, the number of activated
vertices in N is called influence spread, denoted by N(TAN,S,tk), as shown in formula (3).
N TAN ,S ,tk   ui | ui U ,ui ,tk   EUT 

(3)

Definition 5. Influence Maximization in TANs. Given a TAN=(V,E), a topic tk and an integer K, find a K-vertex set S, for
any other K-vertex set S*∈TAN, then N(TAN,S,tk)≥N(TAN,S*,tk). S is called a seed set and each vertex in S is called a seed.
For example, Figure 1(a) shows a TAN with 7 users and 3 topics. Given a diffusion topic t1 and the seeds size K (K=3),
to maximize the expected number of influenced users. Firstly, we find a seeds S={u1,u3,u6}, as shown in Figure 1(b). Secondly,
these seeds were applied to the selected propagation model, and the maximum diffusion was carried out. Finally, the vertex
u4, u5 and u7 are activated, which are not attended to t1, as shown in Figure 1(c), that is N(TAN,S,t1)=3.
3.3. Independent Cascade Model in TANs
In TAN, the different users have different behavior/preferences (i.e. direct attention or indirect attention) on the specific topic.
For example, in Figure 1(a), u3 is attention to t1 directly, but u5 is attention to t1 through u3. It can be seen that the preferences
of users is different when the paths is different. Therefore, based on the paths relation, we propose the calculated method of
the topic preference for users, taking account of connected degree of set pair and Markov random walk model [15,16]. The
formal definition is as follows.
Definition 6. L Level User Neighbors Set of the Topic. Given a TAN=(V,E), tkT, if the short path length from tk to ui
is L, then ui is the L level user neighbor of tk, the L level user neighbors set of tk is denoted as NU(tk)L, as shown in formula
(4).
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L=1
L 1
l 1

NU tk l

 L>1

(4)

Definition 7. Topic Preference. Given a TAN=(V,E), tkT, uiNU(tk)L, the L level neighbor user ui’s preference to tk is
denoted PerL(ui,tk), as shown in formula (5).

1

L=1
   ui   | NT  u  |
i 1

PerL  ui , tk   
  ui 

PerL 1  u j , tk  
L >1
 jNU ui 1 NU  tk L1
|
N
 ui 1 |


(5)

In the formula (5), 𝜇(ui) is the influence of ui in network; |NT(ui)1| is the number of topics that is adjacent with ui directly.
|N(ui)1| is the number of neighbors (include users and topics). When (ui,tk)EUT, Per1(ui,tk) is the 1 level neighbor user ui's
preference to tk. In order to calculate simply, we assumed that the user has the same preference for all the directly connected
topics. That is the proportion of the users' influence and the number of topics that he is concerned about. When (ui,tk)EUT,
PerL(ui,tk) is the L level neighbor user ui's preference to tk. In this paper, the user preference to the topic is calculated by
Markov random walk model. That is the mean of L level neighbor user uj's influence of tk to ui.
For example, the TAN as shown in Figure 1(a), the preference u3 of topic t1 is Per1(u3,t1)=𝜇(u3)/|NT(u3)1|=0.4425; the
  u5 
preference u5 of topic t1 is Per2(u5,t1)=  jNU u  NU t  Per1  u j , t1  
=(Per1(u3,t1)+Per1(u6,t1))×(0.851/5)=(𝜇(u3)/
5 1
1 1
| N  u5 1 |
|NT(u3)1|+𝜇(u6)/|NT(u6)1|)×(0.851/5)=(0.885/2+0.808/2)×(0.851/5)=0.1441.
Definition 8. Topic Influence. Given a TAN=(V,E), tkT, if the number of NU(tk)1={ui|(ui,tk)EUT} is M, the number
of NU(tk)2={up|(ui,tk)EUT, (ui,tp)EU} is P,…, the number of NU(tk)L={uq} is Q,…, the influence of topic tk is the sum of
all user's preference to tk, that is Per(tk), as shown in formula (6).


Per  t  
k

M
1

Per1  ui ,tk   1 Per2  u p ,tk   ...  1 PerL  uq ,tk   ...
P

Q

M  P  ...  Q  ...

(6)

In the formula (6), the influence of topic tk represents the preference of all users to topic tk. Obviously, it is not feasible
in actual networks. We can see L is the short path length from ui to tk. If L is too small, the steps of random walking are too
few; if L is too large, it will increase the computational complexity. Meanwhile, due to us unknown network size; therefore,
choosing a reasonable L will be helpful to calculate the topic influence. The experience range of step length L  [6,20] is given
[15]. Considering the differences of the network size and density, the different optimal steps parameter needs to be set up.
The steps L of random walk are equal to the steps when the community initial center vertex random walk in a metastable state
[7], according to the large deviation theory. That is, L is the first times step length when the numbers of zero components of
adjacent two steps are equal in transition matrix.
The TANs contain two categories entities: the users and the topics. Visible, the probability of user activation is also
affected by two parts. On one hand, it is the structure, which is the closely relation between user neighbors on the broad range;
on the other hand, it is the content, which is user's preferences for the topic. Therefore, based on the above two factors, we
proposed the diffusion model in topic attention networks based on IC model, as follows.
Independent Cascade Model in Topic Attention Network (short for TAN_IC), the probability of user activation is
denoted as p(ui,uj,tk), as shown in formula (7).



p  ui ,u j ,tk   w1  Inf  ui ,u j   w2  F Per ui ,tk  ,Per u j ,tk 



(7)

In the formula (7), Inf(ui,uj) is the influence of ui to uj, as shown in formula (8). That is the common 1 level topic neighbors
between ui and uj accounted for the all topic neighbors of them. F(Per(ui,tk), Per(uj,tk)) is the average of the preference of ui
and uj to tk, as shown in formula (9). For the above two parts, we give the weights w1 and w2. We expect the topic to have
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greater impact factors, so the experiment set w2>w1. The results of several experiments show that it will be the best effect
when w1=0.4 and w2=0.6 respectively in the formula (7).

Inf  ui ,u j  



CNT  ui ,u j 
| NT  ui 1



F Per  ui ,tk  ,Per  u j ,tk  

1

NT  u j  |

(8)

1

Per  ui ,tk   Per  u j ,tk 

(9)

2

3.4. Algorithm Description
In TANs, the key of IM problem is mining the seed vertex set S. Similar to most mining seed vertex algorithms, we also make
the |influenceSet(S)| as objective function. We propose the mining algorithm TAN_CELF of the seed vertex set based on the
optimal CELF algorithm. The algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm 1 TAN_CELF(AU,AUT,tk,k)
Input: AU, AUT, the topic tk, the scale K of the seed set
Output: the seed set S
1. Initialize S=∅, Q=∅, R=1000
2. for each edge (ui,uj)EU do
3.
p(ui,uj,tk)=w1×Inf(ui,uj)+W2×F(Per(ui,tk), Per(uj,tk))
4. end for
5. Ssub=getSubSeed(G,AU,AUT)
6. for each uiSsub do
7.
ui.ins = 0
8.
for j = 1 to R do
9.
ui.ins+=|influenceSet(Ssub,{ui})|
10. end for
11. ui.ins = ui.ins/R
12. ui.flag=0
13. Add ui to Q by ui.ins in descending order
14. end for
15. while |S|<k do
16. ui=Q[top]
17. if ui.flag==|S| then
18.
S=S+{ui}
19.
Q=Q-{ui}
20. else
21.
ui.ins = 0
22.
for j = 1 to R do
ui .ins   |inf luenceSet (Grest , S  {ui })|
23.
k

24.
25.

end for
ui .ins  ui .ins / R-|inf luenceSet (Grest , S )|
k

26.
ui.flag=|S|
27.
Resorted Q by ui.ins in descending order
28. end if
29. end while
30. Return S
In algorithm 1, we are mainly describes the steps of mining the seed vertex. Firstly, the variables are initialized (Line 1).
Secondly, the spreading probability of the user's to topic is calculated (Line 2-4). Thirdly, the candidate set Ssub of seed vertex
is calculated (Line 5). Fourthly, the influence scope of each vertex is calculated (Line 6-14). Finally, we iterative are mining
the seed vertex (Line 15-30). Among them, the function of getSubSeeds(AU,AUT) is to calculate the preference of each user
to the topic tk in TAN. Where, according to the formula (5), calculate the PerL(ui,tk). And according to the formula (6), calculate
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the Per(tk); which is taken as the threshold to obtain the seed vertex candidate set Ssub. The specific process is shown in
algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 getSubSeeds(AU,AUT)
Input: AU, AUT
Output: the candidate set Ssub
1. for each vertex uiU do
2.
According to the formula (5), calculate the PerL(ui,tk)
3. end for
4. According to the formula (6), calculate the Per(tk)
5. Ssub=∅
6. for each vertex uiU do
7.
if PerL(ui,tk)  Per(tk) then Ssub=Ssub∪ui
8. end for
9. Return Ssub.
4. Experimental Data Set and Evaluation Index
4.1. Experimental Environment and Experimental Data Set
Experiment hardware environment is Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4760HQ CPU@1.8GHz with 8GB memory; the software
environment is Windows 8 system, Java JDK 1.7, Eclipse 4.3.
We get the data set of users' film reviews from Dou-ban network. The basic structural information of the data set is shown
in Table 1. There are 2253 users, 36 categories movies, which involve 29009 films, upload views (with scoring data) are
563173, and movie reviews (with rating data) are 119766. The attention network model based on the film topic is constructed,
which contains 2253 user entities, 36 topic entities, 27988 edges between user entities, and 34818 edges between users and
topics.
Table 1. Information of data set
Type

Number

Total

Vertex

user / topic

2253 / 36

2289

Edge

user-user / user-topic

27988 / 34818

62806

By statistics, the number of users directly related to each topic is shown in Figure 4. The number of topics when
users≥1000 is 17; the number of topics when 500≤users<1000 is 7; and the number of topics when users<500 is 12. The topics
when the number of users is more than 1000 have been most users' attention. The topics when the number of users less than
500 are only a small number of users concerned. In order to make a better diffusion effect, we choose the topics
(500≤users<1000) as the experimental objects.

Figure 4. Users directly relate to topic

4.2. Evaluation Index
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we combine the characteristics of TANs with the evaluation index in
reference [16], and put forward three metrics: ISST (Influence Spread of a Seed Set on A Specific Topic), ISRT (Influence
Spread Result on A Specific Topic) and ISRNT (Influence Spread Result on A Specific Topic not Direct to the Topic).
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(1) ISST(S,tk). Similar to reference [1]. Given a specific topic tk, based on the user's preference for tk, ISST(S,tk) is the
influence scope value of the topic tk by the seeds set S, as shown in formula (10).

ISST  S ,tk    u seedSet  S  Per  ui ,tk 

(10)

i

(2) ISRT(S,tk). Given a specific topic tk, ISRT(S,tk) is the influence scope of the topic tk by the seeds set S, as shown in
formula (11).

ISRT  S ,tk    u seedSet  S | influenceSet  ui  |

(11)

i

(3) ISRNT(S,tk). Given a specific topic tk, ISRNT(S,tk) is the influence scope of the topic tk by the seeds set S, which does
not include the vertices directly associated with tk, as shown in formula (12).

ISRNT  S ,tk    u seedSet  S | influenceSet  ui  |  NU  tk 

(12)

i

5. Experimental Analysis
To evaluate the performance of TAN_CELF algorithm proposed by this paper, in Dou-ban data set, we implemented the
CELF algorithm based on IC model and the L_GAUP algorithm based on E_IC model. In experiments, we use Monte Carlo
simulation method to simulate the propagation process 1000 times, the average value of the experimental results are analyzed.
The purpose of the experiment is as follows. (1) In ISST metric, compared with the traditional IM algorithm CELF and
L_GAUP, it is verified that the algorithm TAN_CELF has a higher final preference influence on the specific topic. (2) In
ISRT and ISRNT metric, compared with the algorithm CELF and L_GAUP, for the specific topic, the algorithm TAN_CELF
can influence more users is verified. (3) For the specific topic, the correctness and effectiveness of the algorithm TAN_CELF
are terrified through calculating the influence scope of the user that indirect attention to topic by the seed set S.
5.1. Experimental Results of Three Algorithms
In experiments, we randomly select a topic 20 (500≤users<1000), and set the scale of the seed set from 10 to 50. For the topic
20, in ISST, ISRT and ISRNT metric, the experimental results of three algorithms are shown in Figure 5. We can see from
Figure 5, with the increase of the scale K of seed set S, the influence range of the three algorithms is gradually increased. In
Figure 5(a), compare with the algorithm CELF and L_GAUP, algorithm TAN_CELF based on the influence of topic, has a
higher preference influence on the specific topic. In Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c), since the TAN_CELF algorithm using the
vertex with the largest number of increments as the seed vertex, it has the greatest influence range and the better diffusion
effect.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) ISST vs. K (b) ISRT vs. K (c) SRNT vs. K

(c)

5.2. Experimental Results of Three Topics
In Dou-ban network, we randomly selected 3 movie topics, including song and dance, documentary and the west, the label of
topic and the number of users with direct to the topic is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Topic type and numbers of directly related users
Type of Topic

Songs and Dances

Documentary

The West

Label of Topic

No. 29

No. 20

No. 18

Number of users

848

790

660

In ISST, ISRT and ISRNT metric, the topic 29, 20 and 18 are propagating respectively by the TAN_CELF algorithm.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 6. We can see from Figure 6, in the process of mining the seed vertex set,
because the ISST, ISRT and ISRNT are proportional to each other, with the increasing of the scale of the seed vertices, the
influence range of the different topic is gradually increased. The influence of the seed set S on a specific topic is different,
and the final influence of topic 29 was significantly better than that of topic 20 and 18. When 29 is the diffusion topic, the
number of users directly related to the topic 29 is more. That is, the number of vertices to the topic within one step is more,
which is making the larger set of candidate seeds to meet the threshold, so the influence is better than 20 and 18.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. (a) ISST vs. K (b) ISRT vs. K (c) ISRNT vs. K

(c)

6. Conclusions
In TANs, firstly, we construct the new independent cascade model of topic attention network (short for TAN_IC) based on
IC model. Secondly, we propose the influence maximization algorithm TAN_CELF. Finally, in Dou-ban network data set,
the influence of topic propagation is verified by experiments. Experimental results show: (1) For the same topic, with the
increase of the seed vertices, the influence of the topic is gradually increased. That is, the influence scope of the users that do
not pay attention to the topic significantly increased. (2) For the different topics, the same seed set has different influence
range, so it is necessary to select the seed set for a specific topic. The next research goal is the efficiency of the algorithm is
improved and the maximum influence achieved on Sina and Twitter and other large-scale data sets.
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